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Via density functional theory calculations, we explore the process of graphene and carbon nanotube fluorination.
Contrary to graphene, HF-catalyzed carbon nanotube fluorination adds fluorine pairs at (1,4) spacing, naturally
leading to a self-organized C4F coverage, which can subsequently rearrange into dense axial C2F lines by
fluorine diffusion upon solubilization or heat treatment. Controlling the fluorination process and subsequent
nanotube processing results in fluorinated material types with unexplored electronic and chemical properties.
Introduction
There exist few techniques to date that allow variation of
the properties of single carbon nanotubes along their length in
a controlled manner or selective modification of regions of a
graphene surface. Of the different chemical modification
techniques available, fluorination takes a special place as it can
provide for full outerwall functionalization up to C2F for
nanotubes and CF for graphene.1 A range of functionalization
methods is available for carbon nanotubes using either atomic
fluorine,2 F2 gas,3 inorganic fluorides such as BrF34,5 or XeF2,6
and radio frequency (RF) plasma functionalization.7 In particular,
the latter fluorination method is easy, fast, and upscalable to
industrial levels with good control over the fluorination degree.
Fluorination is used to debundle and disperse carbon nanotubes, enabling their solubilization in, for example, alcohols,8
expected to be due to hydrogen bonding between the surface
fluorine and the alcohol molecules.8,9 Potential applications for
fluorinated nanotubes include the use in lithium ion batteries,10–13
supercapacitors,14 and as lubricants.15–17 Recently, they have
been applied as a new route for polymer reinforcement, where
they provide important improvement of the mechanical properties of polymers as compared to pristine nanotube fillers.18,19
Subsequent defluorination is possible through sonication with
anhydrous hydrazine. Also, upon heat treatment, defluorination
can be achieved,2,8 which provides for a method of producing
solid conducting carbon nanotube blocks with good biocompatibility.20,21 Fluorinated parts of nanotubes can also be etched away
upon heat treatment, resulting in short “cut” nanotubes.22
There has been much debate on the transport properties of
functionalized carbon nanotubes.23 Although a decrease of the
conductivity has been measured for fluorinated nanotubes,24 the
band gap has been predicted to vanish for metallic nanotubes
with an axial fluorine addition pattern.25,26 The study of the
possible addition patterns remains therefore an important issue.
Self-organized surface fluorination should allow tuning of carbon
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nanomaterial properties such as band gap and conduction
channels for transport behavior; however, in practice, studies
are lacking on precise control of the functionalization procedure
and addition pattern characterization.
Fluorination of graphite has long been performed experimentally (for an overview, see ref 27) and allows further functionalization and solubilization,28 with possible application for field
effect transistors29 and battery applications.27,30 In fluorinated
graphite, electrical conduction can be enhanced by promoting
ionic bonding between fluorine and carbon atoms, which
increases the number of hole carriers, whereas covalent bonding
produces a decrease in the overall carrier concentration.31
For gas-phase fluorination of carbon nanotubes, two primary
phases have been described in the literature, which are obtained
upon increasing fluorination temperature; these are a low-density
phase up to a 20-25% F/C ratio and a higher density phase up
to to 50% F/C ratio,32 with the transition temperature depending
on the specific treatment characteristics and carbon nanotube
type.2,33 While both average surface coverage below 25% and
up to 50% has been observed by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy for plasma and gas-phase fluorinated tubes depending on
treatment parameters, experimental observation by scanning
tunneling microscopy (STM) for low surface coverage has only
observed fluorinated bands corresponding to C2F coverage
separated by pristine nanotube parts,34 attributed to the most
stable equatorial addition pattern forming C2F bands with sharp
equatorial edges.35 Nonetheless, these specific phases have been
predicted as consisting of isolated benzenoid rings separated
by individual fluorinated carbons for the low-density phase,
resulting in a maximal C4F ratio with local aromaticity playing
a relevant role in the addition pattern,36 and consisting of
alternating lines of fluorinated and nonfluorinated carbons over
the whole nanotube surface for the high-density C2F phase.37
Notably, experimental evidence of the structure, formation
process, and properties of C4F material is lacking. While graphite
fluorination is a fundamentally different process since it involves
possible fluorine access to both sides of the carbon layer, we
might expect graphene to fluorinate with a similar addition
mechanism to carbon nanotubes. However, despite the potential
interest of such a material, proper characterization of the addition
patterns and mechanisms for fluorinated graphene are also
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lacking to date. We therefore present here density functional
theory (DFT) calculations to identify the precise fluorination
route and full free-energy reaction barriers in HF-catalyzed gasphase fluorination of graphene and carbon nanotubes. We
confirm that this results in the C4F structure reported above at
lower temperatures and explore the formation routes and
properties of hybrid C4F-C2F nanotubes. The fluorination of
graphene is predicted to behave very differently with mixed
surface C2F/C4F functionalization.
Computational Details
All DFT calculations were performed using the Gaussian03
program.38 The fluorine addition mechanism for graphene was
studied using coronene as a test system and evaluated at the ab
initio B3LYP39–41 level of theory with the standard 6-31G(d)42,43
basis set. In this case, all stationary points were characterized
as either minima or transition states by computing the vibrational
harmonic frequencies.44 Moreover, the study of full Gibbs free
energies for the whole process was performed since all transition-state (TS) structures involve three molecules, and thus, the
fluorination reaction is expected to be entropically driven. The
nanotube fluorine addition was studied using an armchair (7,7)
nanotube (C264H24) as a test system. The reaction mechanism
was studied within the two-layered ONIOM approach due to
the system size, which was recently shown to provide for
comparable results for reaction and activation energies as full
B3LYP calculations.45,46 The low level of the system was treated
with the DFT XR exchange (R ) 2/3) functional in conjunction
withtheelectron-gascorrelationfunctional(inVosko-Wilk-Nusair
parametrization)47,48 using a 3-21G basis set,42,43 while a core
high-level region of 24 carbon atoms (coronene patch) was
treated using the hybrid B3LYP method with 6-31G(d). Gibbs
free-energy calculations were performed on a coronene test
system curved to mirror the curvature of a (7,7) nanotube due
to the high computational cost.
Migration barriers were studied using the synchronous transitguided quasi-Newton (STQN) method as implemented by
Schlegel and co-workers,49 and the QST2 and QST3 approaches
were used at the DFT B3LYP/3-21G level of theory again for
an armchair (7,7) nanotube (C264H24). Solvent effects were
included using the polarizable continuum model (PCM),50 where
extra spheres were added inside of the nanotube to keep the
inner core solvent-free. All minimum structures were reoptimized with ethanol as the solvent; however, only single-point
energy calculations were performed for all transition structures
due to the computational cost for this system size.
Results and Discussion
1. Fluorination Process for Graphene and for Carbon
Nanotubes. First, we analyze the gas-phase fluorination process
for graphene. Hereby, coronene is taken as a test system to allow
the study of full Gibbs free energies, which are important since
all TS structures involve three molecules, and the fluorination
reaction is thus expected to be entropically driven. Figure 1
presents the fluorine addition mechanism, showing all reaction
intermediates, TSs, and reaction products found. The F2
molecule alone preferentially sits orthogonal to the coronene
surface (int1). When HF is also present, a hydrogen bond (int2,
1.66 Å) is formed between HF and the “upper” fluorine atom
of the F2 molecule, leading to the dissociation of F2 and the
formation of the TS1 transition state, with an exothermic
reaction energy of -5.8 kcal/mol (see Figure 1). However, the
Gibbs free energy for this dissociation describes a clearly
endothermic process (+13.1 kcal/mol), showing that this

Figure 1. The fluorination reaction mechanism for the coronene system
is depicted. All optimized structures are also represented, including
the most relevant geometrical parameters. All energies are expressed
in kcal/mol, and bond distances are in Å. Free Gibbs energies are given
in red between brackets.

reaction is indeed driven by the entropy. After the formation of
the first fluorine bond with graphene (int3), transition states
leading to both (1,2) and (1,4) addition products are found (TS2
and TS3, respectively; see Figure 1).
Both possibilities are equally favored as they present approximately the same activation barrier, with again Gibbs free
energies being substantially higher. From a kinetic point of view,
the fact that both transition states have about the same energy
indicates that fluorine addition for a flat system such as graphene
is not regioselective. However, the (1,2) addition is thermodynamically more favored by 10 kcal/mol for the final intermediates, and also, the (1,2) addition product is more stable by 10
kcal/mol than the (1,4) product. These calculations thus suggest
that HF-catalyzed F2 addition to graphene will result in a mixture
of (1,2) and (1,4) addition patterns.
We note that the addition of the second fluorine atom has a
comparable barrier to that of the first, clearly suggesting a
contiguous addition mechanism. This is confirmed when we
consider a single fluorine atom bonded to graphene and the
isolated FHF- intermediate; a much higher energy of 62.2 kcal/
mol is found with respect to the initial reactants (coronene +
F2 + HF). Therefore, although for HF-catalyzed F2 gas-phase
fluorination the role of HF is to dissociate the fluorine gas
molecule to form F+ and FHF- intermediates, our calculations
show that a concerted mechanism is followed rather than fluorine
adding in an ionic process.
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TABLE 1: Different Stabilities of the Product Intermediates
Found for the (7,7) Nanotube Corresponding to the Addition
of Two Fluorine Atoms Forming a Hydrogen Bond with the
Catalyst HFa

F configuration
(1,2)
(1,4)
(1,2)
(1,4)

equatorial
axial
axial
equatorial

∆ER

d(H · · · F1)

d(H · · · F2)

-74.6
-71.3
-67.0
-70.4

1.979
1.776
2.002
2.045

1.958
3.683
1.967
2.046

a
d(H · · · F1) and d(H · · · F2) are expressed in Å. All energies are
given in kcal/mol.

The carbon nanotube fluorination is studied using an armchair
(7,7) nanotube (C264H24). Although we started from the conformations of F2 and HF in the intermediate and TS structures
found for graphene, since we expect that the reaction mechanism
for nanotube fluorination will be analogous, we were not able
to find any transition state, and only the (1,2) and (1,4) final
intermediates were located. This is likely due to the potential
energy surface being very flat. In Table 1, the relative energies
for the different product intermediates are given.
As can be seen, (1,2) equatorial and (1,4) axial additions are
the most favorable, with reaction energies of -74.6 and -71.3
kcal/mol, respectively. The HF catalyst forms hydrogen bonds
with both fluorine atoms in every case considered except for
the (1,4) axial adduct. In this case, the fluorine atoms are situated
farther apart due to curvature, and HF can form a hydrogen
bond with only one fluorine (see Table 1). Since all attempts to
find the intermediates and TSs starting from the int2, int3, TS1,
TS2, and TS3 conformations found for graphene always led to
the final (1,4) intermediate product on the nanotube, this clearly
suggests that curvature plays an important role.
Since the importance of entropic effects for graphene
fluorination (see above), we performed calculations on a
coronene test system, curved to mirror the curvature of a (7,7)
nanotube, where a constrained optimization was performed
imposing the same C-F, F-F, and F-H distances as those
found previously for the TS2 and TS3 conformations, coinciding
with a (1,2) and (1,4) addition pattern, respectively. The
electronic activation barriers (∆E°) found in this case are 5.9
kcal/mol for (1,2) and 2.5 kcal/mol for the (1,4) configuration,
which shows that the introduction of curvature leads to a
preference for (1,4) addition. When the entropy is also included,
these barriers (∆G°) at 298 K shift further to 9.0 kcal/mol for
the (1,2) and 5.5 kcal/mol for the (1,4) conformation. The energy
difference between the latter TSs leading to either (1,2) or (1,4)
addition is reduced from 3.5 kcal/mol at 298 K to 3.0 kcal/mol
at 600 K.

Figure 2. Optimized TS geometries for curved coronene (a) at B3LYP/
6-31G(d) and for the (7,7) nanotube (b) at the ONIOM(B3LYP/631G(d):SVWN/3-21G) level of theory, where the high-level coronene
patch considered in the ONIOM approach is indicated in black. Both
TSs involve the migration of the fluorine atoms from the (1,4) position
to the (1,2) thanks to the formation of a hydrogen bond with the catalyst
HF. Most relevant distances have been represented in Å.

The above calculations therefore indicate that for HFcatalyzed gas-phase fluorination of carbon nanotubes, the
introduction of curvature leads to a clear preference for a (1,4)
addition pattern, especially in a lower-temperature regime. We
note that this also suggests that for nonplanar graphene (due to
folding, local buckling, etc), (1,4) F2 addition will also be
favored over a (1,2) addition pattern.
If only (1,4) addition occurs on a carbon nanotube surface,
only up to 25% of the carbon atoms can be functionalized,
corresponding to a C4F ratio.37 This corresponds to the 20-25%
observed experimentally for HF-catalyzed gas-phase fluorination
at temperatures up to 150 °C.51 However, when performed at
higher temperatures, fluorination is shown experimentally to
result in a maximal C2F ratio.1 We have indeed found a transition
state for the nanotube and the curved coronene that involves
migration of the fluorine atom from the (1,4) position to the
(1,2) thanks to the formation of a hydrogen bond with the
catalyst HF (see Figure 2). This transition state has an associated
activation barrier of 23.0 kcal/mol for the curved coronene and
22.2 kcal/mol for the (7,7) nanotube (see Figure 2), showing
that at higher temperatures, fluorination can result in (1,2)
addition due to the catalytic effect of HF, in accordance with
experimental results. We note that here, both fluorine atoms
added originate from the F2 molecule.
2. Fluorine Migration Process. The question now remains
whether migration of (1,4) to (1,2) can be obtained upon
subsequent treatment of low-temperature domain fluorinated
nanotubes. Therefore, migration barriers were studied for an
armchair (7,7) nanotube (C264H24) for migration from the (1,4)
to the (1,2) position, either through the less-stable (1,3)
arrangement or directly from the (1,4) to the (1,2) position, both
from the axial to the equatorial and from the equatorial to the
axial positions (see Figure 3).52 Consistent with previous
calculations,37 the calculated barriers are around 45 kcal/mol
in all cases (see Figure 4), showing that these migrations can
only occur at higher temperatures. We note that for fluorine
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Figure 3. Representation of the different fluorine migrations studied
through the nanotube axis (marked with a blue arrow). We have located
the direct migration from the (1,4) position to the (1,2), that is,
TS(1,4)f(1,2), and the indirect mechanism going through the unstable (1,3)
arrangement (TS(1,4)f(1,3), TS(1,3)f(1,2)). The same migrations but following the equatorial axis of the nanotube have also been studied (red
arrow).

Figure 5. Representation of the different fluorine addition patterns
considered for a (7,7) nanotube. Colored dots represent fluorinated
carbon atoms, and the arrow indicates the nanotube axis. The reaction
energy per added fluorine pair is given in kcal/mol.

Figure 4. Representation of the fluorine migration barriers found; blue
color is used to represent migrations along the axis, and black is for
the equatorial. Those values inside of brackets are the migration barriers
in ethanol as the solvent. All energies are expressed in kcal/mol.

migration from the (1,6) to the (1,4) position, we found a
comparable activation barrier of 47 kcal/mol.
These migration barriers suggest that upon higher-temperature
treatment, fluorine added via a (1,4) addition pattern at lower
temperature will surface migrate into a denser packing associated
with fluorine in (1,2) addition sites. This densification will
eventually result in the close-packed maximal addition of a C2F
ratio. At lower temperatures, the surface migration cannot occur,
and fluorination will be restricted to a maximal uniform coverage
of C4F, corresponding to a self-organized addition pattern where
nonfluorinated benzenoid rings are surrounded by fluorine atoms
in only the (1,4) position.
The above results have important implications for the
production of new hybrid carbon nanotube fluorides, which have
not been studied previously. By selecting the fluorination
temperature and subsequent heating, with optionally making
repeated fluorination steps, it should be possible to produce
carbon nanotubes with alternating bands of pristine C4F or C2F
material. For example, fluorinating at low temperatures to give
complete C4F coverage, followed by heat treatment (resulting
in alternating pristine and C2F bands), followed by repeat

fluorination at room temperature, should result in nanotubes with
alternating C4F-C2F bands.
At first sight, the above results may seem contradictory with
the observation of fluorine banding by STM at fluorination
temperatures up to 150 °C, where C2F-fluorinated circumferential bands are alternated with pristine nanotube parts.34 This
addition pattern could only correspond to the above-described
(1,4) addition mechanism if migration of the fluorine atoms has
occurred after the fluorination process. Previous preliminary
calculations suggested that this could result from solubilization
of the C4F-fluorinated nanotubes, where the fluorine migration
barriers are lowered through hydrogen bonding with the
solvent.37 We therefore repeated the migration barrier calculations using ethanol as the solvent. These calculations show a
decrease in the electronic migration barriers from 11 to 4 kcal/
mol in the presence of solvent, depending on the case (see Figure
4). However, if an explicit ethanol molecule is taken into
account, the migration barrier lowers by 10 kcal/mol, showing
that solubilization of the nanotubes in alcohol will indeed help
the fluorine migration over the surface to a more stable (1,2)
addition pattern. We note that entropic effects were not taken
into account here and that only one ethanol molecule was
considered, whereas multiple ethanol molecules can surround
the migrating fluorine atom. A more important lowering of the
migration barriers upon solubilization can thus be expected.
Migration will also be driven by the reduction of the strain
occurring between fluorinated and unfluorinated bands.35 In
addition, if an explicit ethanol molecule is taken into account
for the TS of Figure 2a, the activation barrier of 23.0 kcal/mol
is reduced by 11.6 kcal/mol, leaving the migration barrier at
only 11.40 kcal/mol. The above results also indicate that banded
nanotubes can be obtained either upon subsequent heat treatment
of nanotubes fluorinated at lower temperature or by solubilization. Solubilization of these nanotubes will therefore lead to
a material with different addition patterns than the original
fluorinated nanotubes.
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Upon fluorine addition at higher temperatures or migration
over the surface, different addition patterns can still be formed.
For the (7,7) nanotube under consideration, the most stable C2F
pattern on carbon nanotubes is to add in alternating fluorinated
and nonfluorinated zigzag lines, as close to parallel to the
nanotube axis as possible (see Figure 5). This results in a
maximal deviation of 30° from the nanotube axis for all
nanotube diameters and helicities. Moreover, for the same
nanotube length, it is more favorable to have a larger fluorinated
band (half of the nanotube fluorinated) rather than a two-banded
fluorinated nanotube, with binding energies of -75.2 versus
-69.4 kcal/mol per fluorine pair, respectively (see Figure 5).
This is mainly attributed to the higher deformation energy found
for the two-banded fluorinated structures, consistent with earlier
analysis predicting that circumferential banding can be caused
by axial fluorine addition rather than circumferential patterns.35
Conclusions and General Perspectives
The current study suggests that HF-catalyzed F2 addition to
graphene and carbon nanotubes follows a different addition
pattern. Whereas for graphene addition both (1,2) and (1,4)
additions can occur, resulting in a random surface coverage of
up to C2F, the introduction of curvature leads to a clear
preference for (1,4) addition. This results in carbon nanotube
fluorination leading to only a C4F addition ratio at lower
temperatures. This phase features isolated benzenoid rings
separated by individual fluorinated carbons and is expected to
show significantly different behavior from conventional graphene;
for example, it should have a significant band gap with poor
conductivity and exhibit localized aromatic reaction chemistry.
At higher reaction temperatures, direct contiguous addition or
surface fluorine migration to the (1,2) position becomes possible,
leading to the close-packed C2F addition upon further fluorination. This transition can also be obtained through solvation,
which lowers the migration barriers significantly.
The initial state of the low-temperature fluorinated nanotubes
thus consists of a nanotube fully covered by fluorine in a spaced
C4F addition pattern; this is a new phase that has not yet been
observed experimentally. Since solvents will rapidly lead to its
degradation into C2F-fluorinated bands, we suggest that nonsolvent-based characterization may allow its identification, for
example, fluorinated nanotubes which have already been
distributed onto a transmission electron microscopy grid or
graphite surface for atomic force microscopy or direct Raman
and Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy of untreated
fluorinated nanotube powder.
Banded nanotubes should have many interesting properties.
We note that the fluorinated bands will have a different
electronic structure than the pristine segments, raising the intriguing possibility of introducing quantum wells along the nanotube
length via fluorine banding. Proper control over the banding
mechanism, that is, control over the extent of the fluorine migration
over the surface and thus the length of the bands, will result in
different properties. This has also implications for cutting
fluorinated nanotubes,22 where control over the length of the
bands can influence the resultant nanotube length. Banded
nanotubes should also exhibit specific solubility properties, with
alternating hydrophilic and hydrophobic parts, allowing for, for
example, micelle formation. This opens up important new
possibilities for colloid formation in material synthesis.
Furthermore, a whole range of new fluorinated carbon
nanotube materials can now be imagined by controlling surface
coverage and banding. For example, mixing banded fluorinated
nanotubes into a compatible polymer matrix should make for
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low nanotube density percolative networks, which nonetheless
interact strongly with their host matrix since the pristine
nanotube sections will have a tendency to bind together while
the fluorinated segments will repel but be attracted by the host
matrix. This should restrict bundling and segregation.
New routes to nanotube functionalization can also be
imagined due to the possibility of defluorination. For example,
nanotubes could be “masked” by fluorine bands, followed by
functionalization of the pristine sections. Upon careful defluorination, functionalized bands will have been created. This
methodology could even be followed by functionalization by a
different addition group on the defluorinated bands, creating
ABAB · · · nanotubes. When electron-donating and -accepting
groups are alternated, very specific electronic properties can be
patterned on the nanotube surface.
Finally, we note that although gas-phase fluorination has
primarily been described here, fluorine banded nanotubes could
also be obtained by other functionalization methods yielding
low-coverage functionalization, such as RF plasma functionalization, for which subsequent heat treatment or solubilization
will also result in banding.
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